The four PC programs ran on systems provided by Intel Corporation, the title sponsor of the event, which were based on Pentium processors running at 60 MHz with 16 megabytes of RAM.
The event began with remarks by Bruce Mazlish, an MIT professor and author of the book "The Fourth Discontinuity: The Co-evolution of Humans and Machines," and Paul Sullivan of Intel. Chief Arbiter Joel Salman conducted the drawing of lots using numbered, colored diskettes. International Masters Maurice Ashley and Danny Kopec provided commentary during and between the rounds. Play proceeded throughout the morning and afternoon with no significant incidents. There was considerable media coverage of the event, including a segment on an ABC News Nightline episode devoted entirely to chess. Several hundred spectators watched the games on demonstration boards (often looking at the clocks as well), tried two of the programs (Kasparov's Gambit and BattleChess 4000 SVGA) on demonstration machines provided by the IBM PC Company, and toured The Computer Museum, the only museum of its kind in the world.
Overall, the event was organized by Daniel Edelman and Christopher Chabris, with help from Louis Mercuri and the staff of The Computer Museum, all of whom thought it was a great success.
For the computers, however, it was a mild disappointment. Last year they scored 7 points in 25 games, or 28%, but this year they managed only 9 points in 36 games, or 25%. An insignificant setback, surely, but hardly the leap forward that was expected from the much better hardware and additional year of improvements in software. Playing conditions were better this year, but perhaps the grandmasters are gaining experience in playing computers, and this is helping them to keep pace somewhat with technological improvements. And of course, a sample of 36 games played in one day is not the best for drawing farreaching conclusions.
Joel Benjamin certainly had few problems in scoring a perfect 6-0 victory and earning $1000. Alexander Ivanov at 5-1 received $500. Bunched at 4.5-1.5 were Wolff, Gurevich, and an undefeated Gulko. Rohde, thought to be a specialist in playing computers, appeared fatigued and only managed 2.5-3.5.
On the computer side the winner was Socrates Exp, developed by Larry Kaufman and Don Dailey for Heuristic Software. Their Alpha and Socrates programs had won the previous two Harvard Cups (Deep Thought won the first) among computers, and the three programs now have a combined score of 8/15 against strong grandmasters, including several wins in previous years on what would now be considered obsolete hardware. Following close behind was ChessSystem R30 with 2.5. M-Chess Professional 3.42 quickly beat Wolff in the first round but wound up tied with the surprising BattleChess 4000 SVGA for third place at 1.5. Renaissance SPARC and Kasparov's Gambit rounded out the field.
Benjamin and Socrates will have their names engraved on the permanent Malcolm H. Wiener Trophy and will be invited to defend their titles in the 5th Harvard Cup in 1994. The first round portended danger for the Grandmasters. Rohde (last year's winner and an experienced computer player) was upset by ChessSystem R30 when his attack failed while it simply promoted its c-pawn. Gulko was more successful in his attack with the Black pieces; a vicious exchange sacrifice led to great kingside chances for him. After Black ceded his strong point at e5 in a Spanish Game Ivanov was able to get strong kingside attacking chances against Kasparov's Gambit. The pressure was only relieved when Black converted into a lost ending an exchange down. Benjamin played beautifully to win a rook ending from a c3-Sicilian. Patrick Wolff obtained a winning attack against MChess but due to a hallucination gave up too much material and lost the endgame.
Alexander Ivanov --Kasparov's Gambit Spanish Game 1 e4 e5 2 Nf3 Nc6 3 Bb5 a6 4 Ba4 Nf6 5 0-0 Be7 6 Re1 b5 7 Bb3 d6 8 c3 0-0 9 h3 Nb8 10 d4 Nbd7 Finally Rohde won a smooth technical game. He ground down M-Chess by converting an isolated pawn to an pawn advantage and then a winning queen ending. Socrates versus Gulko was the program's second consecutive mishap. It should have won either in the middlegame or the ending. However there were so many exchanges that it stumbled into a drawn rook and pawn ending. BattleChess against Ivanov involved some risky maneuvers by the latter before he won a pawn, and later sacrificed the exchange in an ending to force victory. Benjamin was given a nice final round gift when Renaissance got its queen trapped. Gurevich never quite recovered the pawn he sacrificed in the opening against ChessSystem. Finally Wolff won a relatively short game which demonstrated how difficult positional pawn sacrifices like the Benko Gambit can be for computers to fathom.
Kasparov's Gambit --Patrick Wolff Benko Gambit 1 d4 Nf6 2 c4 c5 3 d5 b5 4 cxb5 a6 5 bxa6 g6 6 e4 Nxe4 7 Qa4 Nf6 8 a7 Na6 9 Nf3 Bg7 10 Bxa6 Rxa7 11 Nc3 0-0 12 Qc4 Bxa6 Joel Benjamin proved to be the Grandmaster capable of playing most "didactically" in this event. He regularly resorted to and highlighted themes which illustrated the genuine weaknesses of computer chess programs. One could say that Michael Rohde was playing "experimentally" --and for this he should be commended. That is, he was willing to take on compromised pawn structures for dynamic possibilities. This time his approach did not work out, but Michael's aggressive and unique style always makes his games interesting. Boris Gulko played more like a machine (especially as White) against the programs, than machines do. That is, from a very modest opening he systematically built up his center to a steamroller. It was a marvel to watch this transformation as it took place. Ilya Gurevich, a first time Harvard Cup participant, was the player who seemed to enjoy himself most. He was undefeated until his last round loss. Ilya's approach, on the board and off, was cheerful and refreshing. Patrick Wolff did not have a smooth road to 4.5. His play did exhibit versatile style in switching from attack to defense, but he was a bit lucky to win his 5th round game against Socrates. Alexander Ivanov played six games in six different styles, varying from aggressive attacks to delicate endings with minuscule advantages.
In a sense the outcomes of Socrates' last two games were tragic. In each case after excellent build-ups out of the opening and early middlegame the program went astray. That is, its "mop up" routines could use some refinement. It's even score could easily have been a point or two better! ChessSystem scored a few impressive points and one would have expected M-Chess to do a little better. However a score of 25% (for BattleChess and M-Chess) and an overall composite score of 25% for all the programs is not bad. For "exemplary play against computers" the games of Benjamin and Gulko are particularly recommended.
Based on the results and games where should most work go? Clearly situations which in general involve programs concentrating on extreme, far-away board sectors to gain material need further attention. That is, the tuning of material gain vs. positional factors must be refined. Of course, this is not an easy problem; in some games programs were able to win for this very reason. In addition, the development of algorithms particular to facilitating transformation of endgame advantages to easier (better) board states needs further attention. One of us (Danny Kopec) is working on such conceptualization of endgames into phases and is available for consultation.
FURTHER INFORMATION
Other detailed articles on the 4th Harvard Cup may be found in Chess Life (February 1994 issue) and American Chess Journal (issue #3). The latter will also include a "forum" on how computers are changing chess. The 5th Harvard Cup is now being planned for late 1994. For more information on the Harvard Cup series or American Chess Journal, or to receive the scores above by electronic mail (with the extra games played by KChess), please contact Christopher Chabris.
